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Abstract
After nearly three years of intensive consultations, 2015 has been declared the International Year of Soils by the 68th
UN General Assembly (A/RES/68/232). The International Years of Soil is to be a major platform for raising awareness
of the importance of soils for food security and nutrition and essential eco-system functions. Key objectives of the
International Years of Soil have been identified as follows: to create full awareness of all stakeholders about the
fundamental roles of soils for human life; to achieve full recognition of the prominent contributions of soils to food
security and nutrition, climate change adaptation and mitigation, essential ecosystem services, poverty alleviation and
sustainable development; to promote effective policies and actions for the sustainable management and protection of
soil resources; to sensitize decision-makers about the need for robust investment in sustainable soil management
activities, to ensure healthy soils for different land users and population groups; to catalyze initiatives in connection
with the Sustainable Development Goal process and Post-2015 agenda; to advocate rapid enhancement of capacities
and systems for soil information collection and monitoring at all levels (global, regional and national)
(http://www.fao.org/soils-2015).
Applying a proper management of the recovery and conservation of soil resources is a major goal for every nation. The
development of a country depends on the production potential of own soil resources. Soil degradation is a serious
problem in Europe an also in Romania. It is caused or exacerbated by human activity such as inadequate agricultural
and forestry practices, industrial activities, tourism, urban and industrial expansion etc. Soil Quality Monitoring in
Romania revealed a number of problems concerning land use in Romania following the manifestation of one or more
limiting factors such as: moisture deficit, salinization and alkalization, soil erosion, waterlogging, reduced organic
matter content soil acidity, compaction, pollution, reduced edaphic volume etc.
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INTRODUCTION
Soil health has been defined as "the continued
capacity of the soil to function as a vital living
system, within ecosystem and land-use
boundaries, to sustain biological productivity,
promote the quality of air and water
environments, and maintain plant, animal, and
human health". (Doran et al., 2002)
The trend in soil health is the assumed change
in the recent past, determined by two major
pressures on the soil as they are influenced by
soil management:
• The physical pressures related to loss of soil
mass and structure;
• the pressures on the long term chemical
well-being of the soil in terms of nutrient
availability and the absence of toxicities
built up in the soil.
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This trend can be negative (degradation) if the
soil management is not adequately counteract
the (natural and management) pressures, but
may also be positive and result in
improvements when the applied soil
management and conservation techniques and
approaches are more than compensating soil
deterioration.
Healthy soil gives us clean air and water,
bountiful crops and forests, productive
rangeland, diverse wildlife, and beautiful
landscapes. Soil does all this by performing
five essential functions.
Nutrient cycling - soil stores, moderates the
release of, and cycles nutrients and other
elements.
During these biogeochemical processes,
analogous to the water cycle, nutrients can be
transformed into plant available forms, held in
the soil, or even lost to air or water.

salinization and alkalization, soil erosion,
waterlogging, reduced organic matter content
soil acidity, compaction, pollution, reduced
edaphic volume etc.
Soil degradation processes have a direct impact
on water and air quality, biodiversity and
climate change. The degradation of soil
resources affect health and safety of
agricultural and food products (Dumitru et al.,
2000).
The adoption of the EU Thematic Strategy for
Soil Protection by the European Commission
on 22 September 2006 has given formal
recognition of the severity of the soil and land
degradation processes within the European
Union and its bordering countries.
Soil degradation processes are driven or
exacerbated by human activity. Climate
change, together with individual extreme
weather events, which are becoming more
frequent, will also have negative effects on
soil.
Soil degradation processes occurring in the
European Union include erosion, organic
matter decline, compaction, salinization,
landslides,
contamination,
sealing
and
biodiversity decline.

Water relations - soil can regulate the drainage,
flow and storage of water and solutes, which
includes nitrogen, phosphorus, pesticides, and
other nutrients and compounds dissolved in the
water. With proper functioning, soil partitions
water for groundwater recharge and for use by
plants and soil animals.
Biodiversity and habitat - soil supports the
growth of a variety of plants, animals, and soil
microorganisms, usually by providing a diverse
physical, chemical, and biological habitat.
Filtering and buffering - soil acts as a filter to
protect the quality of water, air, and other
resources. Toxic compounds or excess nutrients
can be degraded or otherwise made unavailable
to plants and animals.
Physical stability and support - soil has the
ability to maintain its porous structure to allow
passage of air and water, withstand erosive
forces, and provide a medium for plant roots.
Soils also provide anchoring support for human
structures and protect archeological treasures.
This paper presents the main limiting factors of
soil resources in Romania and and their
influence on the physico-chemical soils
characteristics.
Soil degradation is a serious problem in Europe
an also in Romania. It is caused or exacerbated
by human activity such as inadequate
agricultural and forestry practices, industrial
activities, tourism, urban and industrial
expansion etc.
Damage to Europe’s soils from modern human
activities is increasing and leads to irreversible
losses due to soil erosion, local and diffuse
contamination and the sealing of soil surfaces.
Population growth coupled with urbanization is
putting soils under pressure, while agricultural
intensification is making soils more prone to
erosion. Sealing of soil surfaces due to an
increased urbanization and new infrastructures
is the main cause of soil degradation in the
most industrialized and populated countries of
western and northern Europe.
Sustainable management of soil as a natural
resource, together with air and water, is one of
the environmental challenges and priorities in
the 5th Environmental Action Programme.
Soil Quality Monitoring in Romania revealed a
number of problems concerning land use in
Romania following the manifestation of one or
more limiting factors such as: moisture deficit,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
From the perspective of crop production, soil
fertility at its core is determined by soil life.
Conventional agronomy as it is taught in most
formal university settings does not prioritize
soil life as the central force, and it could be
argued that this is causal in the drastic decrease
in agricultural soil fertility worldwide.
Conventional fertility and management
protocols are in many ways very destructive to
soil life, and due to this have effected
desertification, erosion, pollution of waterways,
aquifers, and the environment in general.
Romania's soil resources are shown in Figure 1.
In recent years arable farmland harnessed in
Romania is about 8 million ha. If in 10 years
ago in Romania's arable land was used by 9.4
million ha, this has dropped significantly in
recent years.
The significant decrease in arable land used is
added to a number of limiting factors that can
influence the level of agricultural yield.
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Wa
aterlogging
g is a comm
mon problem
m on many
y
soil types (Gleysols,, Stagnic luvisols))
nd spring.
parrticularly in the w
winter an
Waaterlogging may be duue to period
ds of heavy
y
rain
nfall, poorr irrigationn managem
ment, rising
g
watertables, or
o a combinnation of poor surfacee
draainage (acrross the paddock) and poorr
sub
bsurface drrainage (doown the so
oil profile))
(Figure 2).
Soiil strength
h decreasess as the soil getss
pro
ogressively
wetterr,
resulting
in
n
a greatly
g
increeased potenntial for dam
mage to thee
soil structure (Photo 2) . A waterllogged soill
duces the am
mount of oxxygen in thee root zone,,
red
thu
us seriously
y inhibitinng plant growth
g
and
d
enccouraging anaerobic
a
sooil micro-orrganisms att
thee expense of aerobicc micro-org
ganisms. A
buiild up of sallt is also moore likely un
nder poorly
y
draained irrigattion pasture s.
Waaterlogging prevents aair and man
ny nutrientss
from reaching
g the rootts. Also un
nfavourablee
mpounds aree produced in the roott
gasses and com
zon
ne due to
o the anaaerobic (no
o oxygen))
con
nditions.
Wh
here soil drrainage is ppoor, numerrous effectss
aree seen:
- plants are stunted
s
andd yellow as nitrogen iss
lost due to denitrificattion (caused
d by a lack
k
of aeration));
- improved pasture plaants are reeplaced by
y
weeds (doccks, smartw
weed, rushes, sedges,,
couch etc.);
- pastures become
b
fouuled with mud and
d
utilisation is reduced;
- soils becom
me pugged aand water ponds on thee
surface;
- responses to applied feertiliser are poor etc.
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Figure 1. Distribution
n of soil classees in Romaniaa

Drought iss an extend
ded period when a reggion
receives a deficienccy in its water suppply,
whether atm
mospheric, surface or ground
g
wateer.
Periods oof droughts can hav
ve significcant
environmeental, agricu
ultural, heaalth, econoomic
and social consequencces.
Moisture ddeficiency manifests
m
arround 7 milllion
hectares, ooccurs moree pronounceed in the soouth
and southh-eastern part
p
of Romania.
R
S
Soil
resources iin these areeas are the Kastanozeems,
Chernozem
ms, Arenoso
ols, Fluviso
ols and partt of
Haplic Luvvisols (Photto 1).
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Areas with mo
oisture deficit from Romaniia
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Stagnic luvisolss

Figure
F
2. Distrribution soil tyype from Hyd
dromorphic
classees

Photo 2. M
Moisture excesss from the ground water annd
raainfall

Photo 3.
3 Soil erosionn from hilly arreas

Soil erosion is a naatural proccess, occurrring
over geoloogical time, and indeed
d it is a proccess
that is essential for soil
s formatiion in the ffirst
place. Witth respect to
t soil deg
gradation, m
most
concerns about errosion aree related to
acceleratedd erosion, where
w
the natural
n
rate has
been significantly inccreased mostly by hum
man
activity. Sooil erosion by water iss a widesprread
problem thhroughout Europe.
E
By removiing the mo
ost fertile to
opsoil, erossion
reduces sooil productivity and, where
w
soils are
shallow, m
may lead to
o an irreveersible losss of
natural farm
mland (Pho
oto 3).
Even wheere soil dep
pth is good
d, loss of the
topsoil is often not conspicuous but
neverthelesss potentially very dam
maging. Sevvere
erosion iss common
nly associaated with the
developmeent of tem
mporary orr permanenntly
eroded chaannels or gullies
g
that can fragm
ment
farmland.
Soil erosioon occurs in soils located on hhilly
slopes witth differentt degrees of inclinati
tion.
The surfacce area with
h soil erosio
on in Romaania
is around 6 million heectares.
The soil reemoved by runoff from
m the land, for
example dduring a large storm
m, accumulaates
below thee eroded areas, in severe caases
blocking rroadways or
o drainage channels and
inundatingg buildings.

San
ndy soils arre those thaat are generrally coarsee
tex
xtured until 50 cm deepth and co
onsequently
y
retaain few nu
utrients andd have a low waterr
hollding capaciity (Figure 33).
Soiil managem
ment practi ces which lead to an
n
inccrease in th
he fine fraaction are helpful in
n
imp
proving
soil
propperties
and
a
crop
p
pro
oductivity.
Wind erosion occurs ovver an area of around
d
230
0,000 ha, especiallyy on Areenosols in
n
sou
uthern Olten
nia (175,0000 ha) (Photo
o 4).
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con
ntent that in
ncreases soiil dispersion
n when it iss
wetted by rain
nfall or irrigaation.
n loamy texture soils inn the south
h due to thee
On
dispersion of structural aggregates a limiting
g
facctor for agricultural prroduction iss the crust.
Thiis phenomenon can occcur in appro
oximately 2
milllion hectarees.
Praactices that lead
l
to soil crusting incclude:
• Harvesting,, burning, b
burying, orr otherwisee
removing plant
p
residuues and mulches so ass
to leave thee soil surfacce bare for an
a extended
d
period of time, and
• Soil disturb
bing activiti es that destroy organicc
matter, soil structure and aggreg
gation, and
d
result in very smooth sseedbeds.

Phhoto 4. Arenossols from Oltenia area

Structurall soil cru
usts are relatively th
thin,
dense, som
mewhat co
ontinuous layers of nnonaggregatedd soil particlles on the surface of tilled
and exposed soils (P
Photo 5). Sttructural cruusts
develop w
when a sealeed-over soil surface ddries
out after rrainfall or irrigation.
i
Water
W
dropplets
striking sooil aggregates and water
w
flow
wing
across soil breaks ag
ggregates into
i
individdual
s
particlees wash, seettle
soil particles. Fine soil
into and bblock surfacce pores caausing the soil
surface to seal over and
a preventiing water fr
from
soaking intto the soil. As
A the mud
ddy soil surfface
dries out, it crusts oveer.
Structural crusts rang
ge from a feew tenths too as
thick as tw
wo inches. A surface crust is m
much
more comppact, hard and
a brittle when dry tthan
the soil im
mmediately beneath it, which mayy be
loose and friable. Crrusts can bee describedd by
their strenggth, or air-d
dry rupture resistance.
r
Soil crustinng is also associated
a
with
w biologgical
and chemiical factors. A biolog
gical crust iis a
living com
mmunity of
o lichen, cyanobacteeria,
algae, andd moss grow
wing on th
he soil surfface
that bind the soil together.
t
A precipitaated,
chemical ccrust can deevelop on soils
s
with hhigh
salt contennt.
A surface crust indicates poor infiltrationn, a
problematiical seedb
bed, and reduced air
exchange bbetween the soil and atmospheree. It
can also inndicate that a soil has a high sodiium

Photo 5. Sooil crusts

Sallinization is the proccess that leeads to an
n
exccessive incrrease of wat
ater-soluble salts in thee
soil. The acccumulated ssalts includ
de sodium,,
pottassium, maagnesium aand calcium
m, chloride,,
sulphate, carb
bonate andd bicarbonaate (mainly
y
sod
dium chlorride and ssodium su
ulphate). A
distinction can
n be made between primary and
d
y
seccondary saalinization processes. Primary
saliinization in
nvolves salt accumulatiion through
h
nattural processses due to a high saltt content off
thee parent material or in grroundwater.
Seccondary saalinization iis caused by human
n
inteerventions such as innappropriatee irrigation
n
praactices, e.g. with saltt-rich irrigaation waterr
and
d/or insufficcient drainag
age (Photo 6).
6
Sod
dification is the proocess by which thee
excchangeable sodium (Naa) content of
o the soil iss
inccreased. Na+ accumulat
ates in the solid
s
and/orr
liqu
uid phasess of the soil as crystallised
d
NaHCO3 or Na
N 2CO3 saltts (salt efflo
oresces), ass
ion
ns in the highly allkaline soiil solution
n
(alk
kalization), or as exchhangeable ions in thee
soil absorption
n complex ((ESP).
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Soiil acidification is a nattural processs in which
h
thee soil pH deecreases ovver time. Many
M
of ourr
farm
ming pracctices inccrease the rate off
acidification. Soils
S
with a light textu
ure (in otherr
wo
ords, a high
h sand conttent) and lo
ow organicc
maatter conteent are m
most susceptible to
o
acidification, particularlyy if high levels off
nitrrogen fertiliisers are appplied.
The major processes thaat increase the rate off
soil acidification are:
• The additio
on and acccumulation of organicc
matter, wh
hich createss humic acid, a weak
k
acid.
• The removal from thee paddock of
o plant and
d
ontain high
h
animal products that ttypically co
levels off calcium
m, magnessium and
d
potassium. These thrree elemen
nts are alll
bases (as opposed
o
to acids), and
d thus theirr
removal inccreases aciddity.
eable basess
• The leachiing of thee exchange
(magnesium
m, potassiuum and particularly
y
calcium) from
f
the ssoil caused
d by high
h
rainfall.
• The leaching of nitraate nitrogen
n from thee
root zone.
• The applica
ation of aciddifying fertiilisers, such
h
as those th
hat contain elemental sulphur orr
that contain
n nitrogen aas ammonium or urea.
Pro
oblems that can occur iin acid soilss include:
• Aluminium
m and maanganese toxicity
t
to
o
plants.
• Decreased
availabiility
of
nitrogen,,
pota
tassium,
sulphur,,
phosphoruss,
molybdenum, magnnesium, boron and
d
calcium to plants.
• Decreased biologicaal activity
y of soill
microbes and
a
thus rreduced reecycling off
nutrients.
n of rhizoobia bacteeria, which
h
• Suppression
affects legu
ume nodulattion.
Sup
ppression of
o root groowth and the plant'ss
abiility to take up water annd nutrientss.
Soiil acidity occurs
o
overr an area about of 3
milllion hectarres of whiich about 1.8 million
n
hecctares are strongly affe
fected. Lately, becausee
of inadequate cultivationn technolog
gies was an
n
inccrease of soiil acidity in the horizon
n surface.
Pro
olonged usee of nitrogeen fertilizers with acid
d
reaaction can decrease soill reaction especially in
n
thee horizon surface
s
(Miihalache et al., 2009;;
201
10; 2012) (F
Figure 5).

Salinizatioon, also kn
nown as alkalization
a
or
sodification, is often associated with irrigaated
w
where
l
low
rainfall,
hhigh
areas
evapotransspiration rates
r
or soil textuural
characterisstics impedee the wash
hing out of the
salts whichh subsequeently build--up in the soil
surface layyers. Irrigation with high salt conntent
waters drramatically worsens the probllem.
Salinity iss one of th
he most widespread
w
soil
degradation processess on the Eartth.
Romania ssoils affecteed by variou
us processe s of
salinizationn and alkaalization (Solonchaks and
Solonetz aand other soils
s
subtyp
pes) coverss an
area of appproximately
y 600,000 haa (Figure 4)).

Photo 6. Soil
S salinizatio
on
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Figure 4. Distribution soil type from
m Halomorphicc
c
classes

Acid soilss are those that have a pH valuee of
less than 5.5 for most of the year.
y
They are
associated with a number of toxiciities
(Aluminum
m)
as
well
as deficienccies
(Molybdennum) and other plaant restrictting
conditions.
Soil pH is influen
nced by many
m
facttors,
including soil type, organic matter,
m
rainffall,
fertiliser usse and farm
ming practicees.
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8

1990
7.18
8
6.82 66.95 7.15

7
5.4

6

den
nitrification (loss of nnitrate-nitro
ogen to thee
atm
mosphere).
Soiil compaction is a form of physicall
deg
gradation resulting
r
iin densificcation and
d
distortion of the soil wheere biologiccal activity,,
p
y are reduceed, strength
h
porrosity and permeability
is increased
i
an
nd soil struccture partly
y destroyed.
Compaction can reducce water infiltration
n
pacity and
d increasee erosion risk by
y
cap
acccelerating run-off. Thee compactiion processs
can
n be initiateed by wheells, tracks, ro
ollers or by
y
thee passage off animals.
Som
me soils arre naturallyy compacteed, strongly
y
cem
mented or have
h
a thinn topsoil lay
yer on rock
k
sub
bsoil. Soils can vary fr
from being sufficiently
y
stro
ong to resisst all likely applied loaads to being
g
so weak that they
t
are com
mpacted by
y even lightt
loaads.
In arable lan
nd with annnual ploug
ghing, both
h
top
psoil and subsoil com
mpaction is
i possiblee
(Ph
hoto 7). A feature of ccompacted soils is thee
forrmation of a pan-layer,, caused by
y the tractorr
tyres driving directly oon the subsoil during
g
plo
oughing (aabove). Thhe pan-layeer is lesss
perrmeable for roots, wateer and oxyg
gen than thee
soil below and
d is a bottleeneck for th
he function
n
t subsoil. Unlike toppsoil, the su
ubsoil is nott
of the
loo
osened an
nnually, ccompaction becomess
cum
mulative an
nd over tiime, a homogeneouss
com
mpacted lay
yer is createed.
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Figure 5. Change Haplic Luvosol reaction from Mo ara
Dom
mnească

Incorporatiion of limee into the up
pper cultivaable
soil layerr is an effective method for
amelioratioon of acid soils. Lime can alsoo be
applied ass a preven
ntative treattment for soil
infertility, and to supply calcium and
magnesium
m to deficient soils. Lim
ming raises the
pH of aciid soil, thu
us the actio
on of nitroogen
fixing baacteria beccomes uniinhibited and
nitrogen fixxation increeases.
Nitrogen mineralizattion from plant
p
residdues
and organnic matter has been
n reported to
increases when lime is applied
d to acid ssoil.
Although llime is prim
marily applied to raise soil
pH and am
mend toxiciities associated with aacid
soil, limingg has also been
b
used to
t improve soil
structure.
Soil comp
paction ch
hanges porre space ssize,
distributionn, and soil strength. One wayy to
quantify thhe change is
i by measuring the bbulk
density. Ass the pore space is decrreased withhin a
soil, the buulk density is increased. Soils witth a
higher percentage of
o clay an
nd silt, whhich
naturally hhave more pore space,, have a lo wer
bulk densitty than sand
dier soils.
Excessive soil compacction imped
des root gro wth
and therefoore limits th
he amount of
o soil exploored
by roots. T
This, in turn
n, can decreease the plaant's
ability to take up nutrrients and water.
w
From the
standpoint of crop production
n, the adveerse
effect of ssoil compaction on water
w
flow and
storage maay be more serious than
t
the di rect
effect of sooil compaction on root growth.
In dry yeears, soil compaction
n can leadd to
stunted, ddrought stressed pllants due to
decreased root grow
wth. Withou
ut timely raains
and well-placed fertiliizers, yield reductions w
will
occur. Soill compactio
on in wet years
y
decreaases
soil aerattion. Thiss results in increaased

Photo 7. Soil
S compactioon (Haplic Lu
uvosol)
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As regarding the soil types, the highest values
are characteristic to Luvisols (1.11 fractions of
unity), Phaeozems (1.10), Luvisols (1.07),
Chernozems (0.92), while the lowest average
values characterize Leptosols (0.19), Andosols
(0.37), Rendzic Leptosols (0.37) and Entic
Podzols (0.45).
Soil organic carbon, the major component of
soil organic matter, is extremely important in
all soil processes. Organic material in the soil is
essentially derived from residual plant and
animal material, synthesised by microbes and
decomposed
under
the
influence
of
temperature, moisture and ambient soil
conditions. The annual rate of loss of organic
matter can vary greatly, depending on
cultivation practices, the type of plant/crop
cover, drainage status of the soil and weather
conditions. There are two groups of factors that
influence inherent organic matter content:
natural factors (climate, soil parent material,
land cover and/or vegetation and topography),
and human-induced factors (land use,
management and degradation).
Organic matter exerts numerous positive
effects on soil physical and chemical
properties, as well as the soil’s capacity to
provide regulatory ecosystem services (Brady
et al., 1999).
Particularly, the presence of organic matter is
regarded as being critical for soil function
and soil quality.
The positive impacts of organic matter result
from a number of complex, interactive edaphic
factors; a non-exhaustive list of organic
maters's effects on soil functioning includes
improvements related to soil structure,
aggregation, water retention, soil biodiversity,
absorption and retention of pollutants,
buffering capacity, and the cycling and storage
of plant nutrients.
Soil organic matter increases soil fertility by
providing cation exchange sites and acting as
reserve of plant nutrients, especially nitrogen,
phosphorus,
and
sulfur,
along
with
micronutrients, which are slowly released upon
organic matter mineralization. As such, there is
a significant correlation between soil organic
matter content and soil fertility.
The decrease in soil humus content recorded in
most soils cultivated and low content in
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium of soils

The loss of macro porosity and pore continuity
reduces strongly the ability of the soil to
conduct water and air.
• Reduced infiltration capacity results in
surface run-off, leading eventually to
flooding, erosion and transport of nutrients
and agrochemicals to open water.
• A poor aeration of the soil reduces plant
growth and induces loss of soil nitrogen and
production of greenhouse gases through
denitrification in anaerobic sites.
Soil compaction occurs in most soils cultivated
on an area around of 6.5 million hectares.
Edaphic volume (Ve, fractions of unity). This
is an index of the overall profile showing the
fine material content without skeleton, useful to
plants. It is expressed in percentages or
fractions of units compared to 100 cm thick.
For soils with thickness greater than 1 m, the
values of the edaphic volume are higher than
one.
Edaphic volume reduced is recorded at skeletal
soils with different percentages of skeleton on
soil profile which is a limiting factor for the
development of the root system of plants
(Photo 8).

Photo 8. Low edaphic volume

For agricultural plots, the plots with large
edaphic volume (35.5%) are predominant,
followed by soils with very large (23.7%) and
medium (20.3%) edaphic volume.
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with a direct influence on the yields obtained
(Photo 9).

CONCLUSIONS
Soil resources from Romania in recent years an
increase on the limiting factors for agricultural
yield, which requires conservation measures of
soils.
Decreasing soil fertility with repercussions on
the health and quality of agricultural yield
should be a warning to limit soil degradation
and rehabilitate them.
Changing production technologies using high
performance machines require extensive
research to pursue their long-term effects on
physical, chemical and biological properties of
soils.
A priority of the need to represent farmers'
awareness about the decline of soil production
potential.
Government involvement in the adoption of
measures for the recovery of soils in areas
affected by one or more limiting factors.
Develop a legislative framework to protect soil
resources.
Application good agricultural practices code by
farmers for soil conservation.
The total costs of soil degradation that could be
assessed for erosion, organic matter decline,
salinization, landslides and contamination on
the basis of available data, would be up to 38€
billion annually for EU25.
If we want a healthy life we need healthy soils
which implies a change of soil resources
exploitation.

Photo 9. Low organic matter content

Soils containing organic matter have a better
structure that improves water infiltration, and
reduces the soil’s susceptibility to compaction,
erosion, desertification and landslides.
Soil contamination is the occurrence of
pollutants in soil above a certain level causing a
deterioration or loss of one or more soil
functions. Also, soil contamination can be
considered as the presence of man-made
chemicals or other alteration in the natural soil
environment. This type of contamination
typically arises from the rupture of
underground storage tanks, application of
pesticides, percolation of contaminated surface
water to subsurface strata, leaching of wastes
from landfills or direct discharge of industrial
wastes to the soil. The most common chemicals
involved are petroleum hydrocarbons, solvents,
pesticides, lead and other heavy metals. The
occurrence of this phenomenon is correlated
with the degree of industrialization and
intensity of chemical usage.
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